CHAPTER 3. THE

EFFECT OF FORAGING DEPTH ON

SWIMMING AND FORAGING BEHAVIOUR
3.1. INTRODUCTION
Breath-hold divers experience the dilemma of not being able to breathe and feed on prey at
the same time; they forage underwater and return to the water surface to breathe (Carbone and
Houston, 1994). This means that diving and foraging time is physiologically constrained by the
amount of oxygen stores, as well as the rate of oxygen consumption, which is largely
determined by the frequency of locomotor movements (Davis, 2014; Williams et al., 2004) or
swim speed (Davis et al., 1985; Feldkamp, 1987), with a given basal metabolic rate. Within
these physiological constraints, foraging theories predict that divers should maximize the
proportion of time spent foraging at depth per dive cycle (the combination of transit time tt,
foraging time tf and post-surface time ts) described as follows;

(3.1)

where they make two assumptions: (1) the number of prey encounters is positively correlated
with foraging time tf and (2) post-surface time ts is an increasing and accelerating function of the
amount of oxygen consumed in the preceding dive (Kramer, 1988; Mori et al., 2002; Thompson
et al., 1993). To maximize the output of equation (3.1), divers should reduce both their transit
time tt to the foraging depth and post-surface time ts in relation to foraging time tf. Therefore,
divers are expected to change swimming behaviour and hence how much amount of oxygen
they allocate to each phase of a dive, depending on the energetic cost of swimming, which
varies with buoyancy (Chapter 2) as well as foraging depth (Houston and Carbone, 1992; Mori
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et al., 2002; Thompson and Fedak, 2001; Thompson et al., 1993).
Foraging depth, in addition to buoyancy, is expected to affect swimming behaviour of
breath-hold divers, via changes in transit distance and hence swimming costs. A modelling study
by Thompson et al. (1993) predicted that the swim speed to maximize the proportion of time
spent foraging at depth should decrease with depth and approach UCOTmin (i.e. a swim speed that
minimizes cost of transport). This is because divers should reduce the rate of oxygen
consumption in response to increased transit distance to and from a deeper foraging depth. On
the other hand, a higher swim speed that deviates from UCOTmin would be preferred to forage at a
shallower depth by decreasing the transit time tt (as well as post-surface time ts) and hence
increasing the proportion of time spent foraging at depth (Thompson et al., 1993). In accord
with this prediction, a previous study reported decreased swim speed with distance to and from
foraging area in captive grey seals using an experimental set-up, which was designed to remove
the effect of buoyancy on their swimming behaviour (Gallon et al., 2007). However, this
prediction has not been fully tested in free-ranging divers that experience significant changes in
buoyancy (body density), because of the technological difficulties to distinguish between the
effect of foraging depth and the effect of buoyancy on swimming behaviour under natural
conditions (Gallon et al., 2007).
To overcome these difficulties and test if breath-hold divers decrease swim speed with
foraging depth, I used two accelerometers called ‘Stroke Logger’ and ‘Kami Kami Logger’ that
record swimming and foraging behaviour for long durations (150 days at maximum),
respectively, allowing me to distinguish between the effect of foraging depth and the effect of
buoyancy on swimming behaviour. In this chapter, I apply this long-term accelerometry
technique to ocean-migrating northern elephant seals to investigate the changes in swimming
behaviour in relation to the changes in buoyancy, as well as foraging depth. Also, prey patch
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quality may affect swimming behaviour of breath-hold divers (Thompson and Fedak, 2001).
Hence, I investigated number of feeding events (as an index of prey patch quality) as another
potential factor that affects swimming behaviour of seals.

3.2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.2.1. Device design and attachment
3.2.1.1. Field experiments
I investigated the at-sea swimming and foraging behaviour of 8 female northern elephant
seals during their months-long oceanic foraging migrations. Fieldwork was conducted at the
Año Nuevo State Reserve, CA, USA (37°5’ N, 122°16’ W) during the seals’ breeding season (n
= 4; seal ID: 1015, T35, R382 and U954, shown in Figure 2.1 & 2.2) and moulting season (n = 4,
seal ID: U203, U458, U754 and WX444, shown in Figure 2.1 & 2.2), in 2011 and 2012. Each
seal was immobilized with an intramuscular injection of Telazol (Tiletamine hydrochloride and
Zolazepam hydrochloride, Fort Dodge Animal Health, Fort Dodge, IA, USA) to allow for the
attachment of data loggers. Body mass and other morphometric measurements were obtained
using standard protocols (Le Boeuf et al., 1988; Le Boeuf et al., 2000). Upon return from their
foraging migration, seals were immobilized to allow for recovery of the data loggers and
post-deployment measurements.
Each seal was equipped with a ‘Stroke Logger’ (see Chapter 2), a ‘Kami Kami Logger’ (see
the next section), a 0.5 W ARGOS transmitter (Wildlife Computers, Redmond, WA, USA) and a
VHF transmitter (ATS, Isanti, MN, USA). The data loggers were wrapped in rubber splicing
tape and glued to the animal’s back (Stroke Logger and VHF transmitter), mandible (Kami
Kami Logger) and head (ARGOS transmitter) using five-minute epoxy with high-tension mesh
netting and cable ties.
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3.2.1.2. Instruments
Stroke Loggers (Little Leonardo Co., Tokyo, Japan) were designed and set as described in
Chapter 2.
Kami Kami Loggers (Figure 1.1(b); Little Leonardo Co., Tokyo, Japan; diameter 20.2 and
20.2 mm, length 73 and 96.8 mm, mass 48 and 68 g, for post-breeding and post-moulting
deployments, respectively; same as Stroke Logger as described in Chapter 2) are designed to
detect jaw motion events, which are identified by high-frequency surge (i.e. longitudinal)
acceleration (Naito et al., 2013). Kami Kami loggers have a depth sensor, a temperature sensor,
and an one-axis acceleration sensor (along the longitudinal body axis). Depth and temperature
data were recorded every five seconds. Kami Kami Loggers were programmed to process
highly-sampling (32 Hz) acceleration data on-board, and the use of the on-board
data-processing algorithm and storage of summary data every five seconds allowed for a long
recording duration. I set an amplitude threshold for longitudinal acceleration of 0.3 G to detect
each jaw motion event (Naito et al., 2013), which was separated from next one by employing an
event duration threshold (0.5 s). I only used jaw motion events occurred at over 100 m depths
for analysis to eliminate jaw-motion noise recording in shallow water close to colony site (Naito
et al., 2013). Then, the resulting number of jaw motion events was counted and recorded every
five seconds in Kami Kami Loggers (see Naito et al., 2013, for more detail of the usage of the
on-board data processing algorithm). In this study, I treated the jaw motion event data as binary
data (i.e. 1 or 0 for the 5-second time window with at least one or no jaw motion event,
respectively; hereafter, I referred to as ‘feeding events occurred’ for the 5-second time window
where the binary data = 1).
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3.2.2. Data analysis
3.2.2.1. Estimating seal buoyancy
To estimate seal buoyancy, I calculated drift rate of each drift dive by the method described
in Chapter 2. Then, I fitted a cubic spline to the drift rate data using a built-in function
(interpolate2) in IGOR Pro version 6.04 (WaveMetrics Inc., Lake Oswego, OR USA) to
estimate the value of drift rate during each dive (i.e. not day by day as in Chapter 2, but dive by
dive in this chapter). The frequency of interpolant nodes was determined by the method of
Robinson et al. (2010).

3.2.2.2. Dive phase and dive type definition
Dive phase was defined as described in Chapter 2.
I categorized all dives into two dive types: ‘foraging‘ and ‘non-foraging’ dives. Foraging
dives were defined as follows with two criteria: a foraging dive should (1) have at least one
feeding event and (2) not be a drift dive. Any drift dive was categorized into non-foraging dives
regardless of the occurrence of feeding events, because seals are expected to aim to have a rest
rather than feed on prey during drift dives for digesting food (Crocker et al., 1997) or sleeping
(Mitani et al., 2010). In fact, most of drift dives (81.5 ± 13.6%, for all 8 seals) had no feeding
event, suggesting that seals were resting during the drift dives. Any other dives with no feeding
events were categorized into non-foraging dives. I analyzed the swimming behaviour during
foraging dives to investigate the effect of foraging depth (see the next section of the definition
of foraging depth).
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3.2.2.3. Assessing the effect of foraging depth, as well as buoyancy, on
swimming behaviour
I calculated foraging depth of each foraging dive as the mean of depths where all feeding
events occurred during the dive. I also calculated the number of feeding events during foraging
dives, because I expect that the number of feeding events may affect swimming behaviour
during transit phases of the dives (Thompson and Fedak, 2001). Number of feeding events of
each foraging dive was defined as the sum of all feeding events occurred during the dive.
I calculated stroke rate, swim speed and pitch angle during the transit phases (i.e. both
descent and ascent phases) of each foraging dive. Stroke rate was defined as the number of
strokes divided by the time spent transiting. Swim speed and pitch angle were calculated by
averaging the values during the transit phases.
Both buoyancy and foraging depth were expected to affect swimming behaviour of seals
(Gallon et al., 2007; Sato et al., 2003). To distinguish between these effects on swimming
behaviour, I calculated the index of swimming parameters (i.e. index of stroke rate, swim speed
and pitch angle) during the transit phases of each foraging dive by following two steps; (1)
calculating moving averages of each value of swimming parameters with 1-day time windows,
and then (2) deriving index of swimming parameters by subtracting the moving average from
the value of swimming parameters (i.e. calculating the deviation within a day; see Figure 3.1 for
more detail). These processes appeared to cancel the effect of the changes in buoyancy (body
density) (see Figure 3.1(e)), allowing me to facilitate assessing the effect of foraging depth on
swimming behaviour by using those indices.
The total buoyancy of breath-hold divers changes with depth owing to residual air in the
lungs, but this effect is reduced at greater depths because air volume decreases with depth
following Boyle’s law (Biuw et al., 2003). However, to minimize the effect of gases on
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buoyancy, I only used data from depths 100 m or more, as per Aoki et al. (2011; same as in
Chapter 2). This is because in this study I focused not on the effect of residual air but on the
effect of body density on swimming behaviour, although the effect of residual should be small
in elephant seals because they exhale before diving (Williams et al., 2000) and also dive deep
(usually over 400 m in foraging dives; see Figure 3.5).

3.2.2.4. Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out with R (v. 2.15.3, Foundation for Statistical Computing,
Vienna, Austria). The lmer function in the lme4 package was used to fit generalized linear
mixed models (GLMM). All GLMMs in this study included individual as a random effect. In
GLMM with multiple explanatory variables, Akaike’s information criterion corrected for small
sample size (AICc) was calculated to select the most parsimonious model having the lowest
AICc value. Also, marginal R2 was calculated to evaluate the variance explained by fixed effects,
providing goodness-of-fit of each model (Nakagawa and Schielzeth, 2013). Figures showing the
local densities at each point (represented by color gradient) were made using the densCols
function in the grDevices package in R. Data are presented as means ± standard deviation (s.d.)
unless otherwise stated.
I expect that seals change swimming behaviour in response to the foraging depth (and
number of feeding events) during a foraging dive for ascent phase, but during a preceding
foraging dive for descent phase (Gallon et al., 2007). Therefore, swimming parameters of each
foraging dive were statistically analyzed with the foraging depth (and number of feeding events)
during the dives for ascent and during the preceding dives for descent. For this analysis, I
excluded 6.39% of foraging dives, because those foraging dives were (1) separated from the
prior dive by extended post-surface time (defined as over 10 minutes post-surface time) (0.05%),
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(2) preceded by a non-foraging dive (i.e. a drift dive or a dive with no feeding event) (6.30%),
or (3) both (0.04%).
The optimal diving model by Thompson et al. (1993) assumed that (1) the number of prey
encounters is linearly correlated with foraging time and (2) post-surface time is an increasing
and accelerating function of the amount of oxygen consumed in the preceding dive. To test if
my empirical data satisfy these assumptions, I investigated the relationship between number of
feeding events and bottom duration (for the assumption (1)), and also the relationship between
post-surface time and dive duration (for the assumption (2)) in foraging dives. To investigate the
assumption (2), I selected each dive duration with the shortest post-surface time from all
foraging dives of all 8 individuals, as per Mori et al. (2002). Then, I determined the most
parsimonious model (GLMM with AICc) between a linear [y ~ x] and a quadratic [y ~ x + x2 or
y ~ x2] model to characterize the relationship between post-surface time and dive duration.

3.3. RESULTS
3.3.1. Data collection
Stroke Loggers and Kami Kami loggers tracked the swimming and foraging behaviour of
female northern elephant seals for the entire short, post-breeding foraging migration (72.6 ± 2.8
days, n = 4 seals) and for 56.3 ± 10.0% of the long, post-moulting foraging migration (128.6 ±
20.4 days, n = 4 seals) that lasted for 228.8 ± 4.6 days on average. A total of 46091 dives were
recorded with means of 4109 ± 405 dives and 7414 ± 1147 dives for short and long foraging
migration, respectively. Foraging dives accounted for 85.0 ± 5.2% of total dives for all 8 seals.
Foraging depth was linearly correlated with dive depth of each foraging dive (Figure 3.2;
GLMM with AICc). Number of feeding events during each foraging dive was linearly correlated
with time spent at bottom phase (Figure 3.3; GLMM with AICc), where most feeding events
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(87.8 ± 15.0%, for all 8 seals) occurred. Post-surface time in each foraging dive increased and
accelerated with dive duration, characterized by a quadratic function with a minimum value at x
= 0 and a positive second derivative (the most parsimonious model having the lowest AICc
value: y = 0.0006x2 + 1.0850) (Figure 3.4). Dive depth of foraging dives was significantly
deeper than non-foraging dives (i.e. drift dives and any other dives with no feeding events,
accounted for 6.7 ± 1.9% and 8.3 ± 3.8% of total dives for all 8 seals, respectively) (Figure 3.5;
GLMM with AICc).

3.3.2. The change in seal buoyancy and its effect on swimming
behaviour during foraging dives
While I calculated all parameters per dive (this chapter) rather than per day (Chapter 2), I
found the similar results of changes in seal buoyancy and swimming parameters (stroking effort,
swim speed and pitch angle; note that I calculated stroke rate in this chapter rather than
strokes-per-metre in Chapter 2 for representing stroking effort of seals), as described in the
following paragraphs.
Negatively buoyant seals gradually became more buoyant as they increased their fat stores
while foraging over the course of the migration, as indicated by increased drift rates (Figure 3.6;
also see Figure 2.1 & 2.2). All seals were still negatively buoyant at the end of the short
foraging migration, but two of four seals became neutrally buoyant by the end of the recording
period during the long foraging migration, as indicated by the drift rates being zero (i.e. seals
neither sink nor float during the drift phase (Biuw et al., 2003)).
Stroke rates during both descent and ascent phases were affected by drift rate in opposite
ways with different magnitudes according to the direction of the swimming path (Figure 3.6 &
3.7). Drift rate had a positive and negative relationship with descent and ascent stroke rate,
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respectively (Figure 3.7; GLMM with AICc).
Swim speed during the descent phase decreased largely from approximately 2.5 to 1.0 m s-1
as seals became more buoyant, but swim speed during the ascent phase remained around 1.5 m
s-1 (Figure 3.6 & 3.7; GLMM with AICc). Both descent and ascent swim speeds were affected by
drift rates, but descent swim speed was much more sensitive to changes in drift rates (Figure
3.7).
Pitch angles during both descent and ascent phase were affected by drift rate with different
magnitudes according to the direction of the swimming path (Figure 3.8; GLMM with AICc).
Both descent and ascent pitch angles were steeper as seals became more buoyant, although
descent pitch angle was much more sensitive to changes in drift rates (Figure 3.8).

3.3.3. The change in swimming behaviour in relation to foraging depth
and number of feeding events during foraging dives
The index of stroke rate during transit phases of each foraging dive was positively correlated
with the index of swim speed (Figure 3.9; GLMM with AICc). Both of the indices of stroke rate
and swim speed during transit phases were affected by both foraging depth and number of
feeding events, as indicated by the most parsimonious models, although those indices of
swimming parameter were much more sensitive to foraging depth than number of feeding
events (Table 3.1; Figure 3.10 & 3.11). The indices of stroke rate and swim speed during both
descent and ascent phases decreased significantly as seals foraged at deeper depths (Figure 3.10).
On the other hand, number of feeding events had a slightly positive relationship with only the
index of stroke rate during ascent phase and slightly negative relationships with others (i.e.
indices of stroke rate during descent phase and swim speed during both descent and ascent
phases) (Figure 3.11). Also, GLMM with absolute values of stroke rate or swim speed (rather
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than those indices) as the response variables showed that both foraging depth and number of
feeding events, in addition to drift rate (buoyancy), affected stroke rate and swim speed during
both descent and ascent phases (Table 3.2).
The index of pitch angle during transit phases of each foraging dive was affected by both
foraging depth and number of feeding events (Table 3.1; Figure 3.12 & 3.13). The index of pitch
angle during ascent phase was much more sensitive to both foraging depth and number of
feeding events than those during descent phase, although pitch angles were steeper as foraging
depth and number of feeding events increased during both descent and ascent phases (Figure
3.12 & 3.13). Also, GLMM with absolute values of pitch angle (rather than the index) as the
response variable showed that both foraging depth and number of feeding events, in addition to
drift rate (buoyancy), affected pitch angle during both descent and ascent phases (Table 3.2).

3.4. DISCUSSION
3.4.1. Both seal buoyancy and foraging depth affect swimming
behaviour
Using long-term accelerometry technique, I demonstrated that stroke rate, swim speed and
pitch angle during the transit phases of each foraging dive changed in response to the changes in
not only seal buoyancy but also foraging depth.

3.4.1.1. The effect of seal buoyancy on swimming behaviour
While I calculated all parameters per dive (this chapter) rather than per day (Chapter 2), I
found the similar relationship between stroking effort and swim speed in relation to significant
changes in buoyancy (note that I calculated stroke rate in this chapter rather than
strokes-per-metre in Chapter 2 for representing stroking effort of seals), as described in the
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following paragraph.
Stroke rate changed with different magnitudes according to the direction of the swimming
path as seals approached neutral buoyancy (Figure 3.7). During descent phase (i.e.
buoyancy-aided direction), stroke rate increased slightly as seals became more buoyant, but
stayed low (compared to ascent stroke rate) over a range of negative buoyancy values (Figure
3.7). This indicates that seals largely relied on negative buoyancy as the thrust force for gliding,
which kept stroking effort low (Sato et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2004). Also, descent pitch
angles were steeper when seals were more buoyant (Figure 3.8), which might allow seals to
descend with less stroking activity because a steeper pitch angle would bring the vector of
forward motion close to the force of gravity (Sato et al., 2003). These trends were reflected in
decreased descent swim speed for more buoyant seals (Figure 3.7) because gliding speed
decreases as seals approach neutral buoyancy (Miller et al., 2012; Watanabe et al., 2006).
During ascent phase (i.e. buoyancy-hindered direction), on the other hand, stroke rate largely
decreased as seals approached neutral buoyancy, but the swim speed did not change largely
(Figure 3.7). This suggests that seals adjusted stroking effort depending on buoyancy change to
maintain a narrow range of ascent swim speed (Figure 3.7), which might reflect a swim speed
that minimizes cost of transport (UCOTmin) in the buoyancy-hindered direction (Miller et al.,
2012; Sato et al., 2010; Watanabe et al., 2011).

3.4.1.2. The effects of foraging depth and number of feeding events on
swimming behaviour
Seals changed stroking activities to adjust swim speeds during both descent and ascent
phases (Figure 3.9) in response to the changes in foraging depth: they swam faster by stroking
more frequently when they foraged at shallower depths (Figure 3.6 & 3.10). This result agrees
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with the optimal diving model by Thompson et al. (1993) that predicted breath-hold divers
should swim faster in shallower dives to maximize the proportion of time spent foraging at
depth, under two assumptions (1) the number of prey encounters is linearly correlated with
foraging time (Figure 3.3) and (2) post-surface time is an increasing and accelerating function of
the amount of oxygen consumed in the preceding dive (Figure 3.4). In shallower dives, a faster
swim speed achieved by stroking more frequently (Figure 3.9 & 3.10) would benefit seals from
reducing transit time, reaching at the foraging depth faster with the combination of reducing
post-surface time and consequently maximizing the proportion of time spent foraging at the
shallower depth (Thompson et al., 1993). In deeper dives, it is inevitable to increase transit
distance and hence the total energy cost expended for transit to and from foraging depths.
Therefore, seals would decrease swim speed by stroking less frequently (Figure 3.9 & 3.10) to
reduce oxygen consumption during transit, which would allow seals to maximize the proportion
of time spent foraging at the deeper depth (Thompson et al., 1993). Also, steeper pitch angles in
deeper dives possibly contribute to the reduction in time spent transiting and hence oxygen
consumption during transit, although ascent pitch angles were much more sensitive to foraging
depth than descent pitch angle (Figure 3.12). Given that swimming is more costly in
buoyancy-hindered direction (i.e. ascent phase) (Miller et al., 2012), the regulation of pitch
angle on ascending could be more important than on descending to reduce oxygen consumption
when the round-trip cost to and from foraging depths is considered.
In contrast to my results, otariid seals and diving birds increased descent swim speed in
deeper dives (Crocker et al., 2001a; Lovvorn et al., 2004; Ponganis et al., 1992). The effect of
air in the lung could explain the different swimming behaviour in relation to foraging depth.
Unlike phocid seals (such as elephant seals) that exhale before diving, otariid seals and diving
birds store air in their lungs before diving (McDonald and Ponganis, 2012; Sato et al., 2002;
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Sato et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2000). Therefore, otariid seals and diving birds are expected to
work hard against buoyancy in shallow depth at the start of descending (i.e. at the start of the
dive). Buoyancy should decrease in deeper depth because of decreased air volume in the lung
with depth (Biuw et al., 2003), which allows them descend more easily. Therefore, mean
descent swim speed during descent phase could increase in deeper dives, where they have to
work against buoyancy during lower proportion of descent phase compared to in shallower
dives. These explanations were also provided by Gallon et al. (2007) that showed an agreement
with the optimality model by Thompson et al. (1993) to report decreased swim speed with
distance to foraging area in captive grey seals using experimental set-up, which was designed to
remove the effect of buoyancy on their swimming behaviour.
Similarly to otariid seals and diving birds, northern elephant seals were reported to increase
swim speed with dive depth during descent phase only (Hassrick et al., 2007). Also, southern
elephant seals were reported to increase swim speed with dive depth during both descent and
ascent phases (Hindell and Lea, 1998). These results are contrary to my results, but the
contradiction could be explained by the significant effect of both dive types and seal buoyancy
on swim speed. First, mean swim speeds during both descent and ascent phases in shallower
dives could be slower if non-foraging dives were included in the analysis. This is because
non-foraging dives were shallower than foraging dives, and both descent and ascent swim
speeds were significantly slower in non-foraging dives than in foraging dives when dive depth
was controlled (Figure 3.5 & 3.14; GLMM with AICc), possibly leading to a positive
relationship between swim speed and dive depth (Hindell and Lea, 1998) (please note that my
swim speed data are comparable with those from other studies although the methods of
calculating swim speed vary among studies; see Appendix for more detail). This is probably not
the case for the study by Hassrick et al. (2007) that investigated the relationship between swim
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speed and dive depth during only ‘foraging dives’, which were distinguished from other dive
types (such as drift dives) by visual inspection of the dive shape. Second, seal buoyancy should
have significant effects on swim speed, especially during descent phase (Figure 3.7), precluding
us from adequate investigation for the relationship between swim speed and dive depth if we do
not distinguish between the effect of dive depth and the effect of buoyancy on swimming
behaviour (as per Hassrick et al., 2007; Hindell and Lea, 1998). Finally, there might be the
effect of residual air in the lung on seal buoyancy in shallow depths in the same manner to
otariid seals and diving birds (Biuw et al., 2003), although the effect of residual air on mean
swim speed during transit phases should be smaller in elephant seals because they exhale before
diving and also dive deeper than otariid seals and diving birds. Hence, the residual air in the
lung of elephant seals might have a potential effect on mean swim speed during transit phases,
when we include swim speeds at shallower depths (< 100 m) (as per Hassrick et al., 2007;
Hindell and Lea, 1998), rather than exclude them as in this study (see the section of Materials
and methods in this chapter). In fact, the relationship between swim speed during transit phases
and dive depth significantly changed when I did not consider the effect of dive type and seal
buoyancy on swim speed, in terms of goodness-of-fit (marginal R2) of GLMM and the slopes
(Figure 3.10 & 3.14). These results suggest that it is important to distinguish between
biomechanical factor (buoyancy) and ecological factor (foraging depth) to investigate
swimming strategy of free-ranging breath-hold divers, especially in highly migratory divers,
such as elephant seals, that experience significant changes in both those factors simultaneously
while foraging at sea (Biuw et al., 2003; Guinet et al., 2014; Naito et al., 2013; Robinson et al.,
2010).
Prey patch quality may also affect swimming behaviour during transit phases (Thompson
and Fedak, 2001). However, my study seals did not appear to change stroke rate and swim speed
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largely in response to number of feeding events (Figure 3.11), compared to foraging depth
(Figure 3.10). Only ascent pitch angle increased largely with number of feeding events (Figure
3.13). Seals might expend more oxygen at foraging depth during foraging dive with higher
number of feeding events, because number of feeding events was linearly correlated with time
spent foraging at depth (Figure 3.3), implying less oxygen available for ascending in more
successful foraging dives. Therefore, seals might be urged to employ steeper pitch angle to save
time spent ascending and hence oxygen consumption when they return to the surface to breathe.
Alternatively, shallower ascent pitch angles in less successful foraging dives (i.e. with lower
number of feeing events; Figure 3.13) might benefit seals from increasing horizontal distance
covered during a foraging dive, potentially contributing to the move into a more profitable area
in the following foraging dives (Sato et al., 2004).
One weakness in detecting feeding events by our accelerometry technique is that these do
not provide information on sizes and species of prey. In terms of maximizing energy intake for
foraging animals, the size and species of prey is important to determine prey patch quality,
together with number of prey captured (Stephens et al., 2007). The lack of the information on
the size and species of prey precluded me from quantitatively investigating the relationship
between swimming behaviour and prey patch quality (Figure 3.11). However, recent studies
using animal-borne still camera or stable isotope analysis suggested that female elephant seals
primarily feed on myctophid fish, the small-sized and most dominant fish species in
mesopelagic zone (Cherel et al., 2008; Irigoien et al., 2014; Naito et al., 2013). If so, the number
of feeding events can be useful as an index of prey patch quality in elephant seals.
If myctophid fish represent major prey items for elephant seals, this may explain why
seals were more sensitive to foraging depth than number of feeding events in relation to stroke
rate and swim speed during transit phases of the foraging dives (Figure 3.10 & 3.11). Myctophid
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fish are known to conduct diel vertical migration: staying at shallower and deeper depth during
nighttime and daytime, respectively, which is clearly reflected in the diel pattern of foraging
behaviour of elephant seals (Figure 3.6; Guinet et al., 2014; Naito et al., 2013). Therefore,
elephant seals might be able to respond to the predictable diel changes in depth distribution of
prey. On the other hand, prey patch quality in mesopelagic zone could vary spatiotemporally
(Guinet et al., 2014; Naito et al., 2013) and hence might be less predictable than the depth
distribution of prey. Therefore, elephant seals would be more sensitive to more predictable
factor (foraging depth) than less predictable factor (number of feeding events), because it should
be more risky to change behaviour largely in response to less predictable factors. Nevertheless,
quantitative investigations of prey patch quality are needed to fully understand how seals
change their swimming and foraging behaviour in response to the changes in the number of
feeding events.

3.5. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 3
In summary, I successfully tracked changes in the swimming and foraging behaviour in
ocean-migrating elephant seals using long-term accelerometry technique. As negatively buoyant
seals increased their fat stores and buoyancy, swim speed significantly decreased in the
buoyancy-aided direction, but did not change largely in the buoyancy-hindered direction, with
associated changes in stroking frequency. Seals changed swimming behaviour in response to not
only buoyancy changes, but also to changes in foraging depth. Specifically, seals swam faster by
stroking more frequently when they foraged in shallower depths, reflecting the swimming
strategy of maximizing the proportion of time spent foraging at depth, in agreement with an
optimality model for breath-hold divers. On the other hand, the number of feeding events had
relatively small effect on swimming behaviour. These results characterize the swimming
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behaviour of elephant seals, in which both biomechanical (buoyancy) and ecological (foraging
depth) factors influence stroking frequency and swim speed.
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Table 3.1. The results of generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) with index of swimming parameters (index of stroke
rate, swim speed and pitch angle during both descent and ascent phase of each foraging dive) as the response variables,
and foraging depth and number of feeding events as the explanatory variables, including individual as a random effect.
Akaike's information criterion corrected for small samples (AICc), AICweight and rank are shown for each model. The
models with the lowest AICc are shown in bold type.
Candidate models

AICc

AICweight

rank

Index of descent stroke rate ~ Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

-88243.8

0.632

1

Index of descent stroke rate ~ Foraging depth

-88242.7

0.368

2

Index of descent stroke rate ~ No. of feeding events

-85335.7

0.000

3

Index of descent stroke rate ~ 1

-85334.6

0.000

4

Index of ascent stroke rate ~ Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

-110017.5

1.000

1

Index of ascent stroke rate ~ Foraging depth

-109775.2

0.000

2

Index of ascent stroke rate ~ No. of feeding events

-106678.4

0.000

3

Index of ascent stroke rate ~ 1

-106383.6

0.000

4

Index of descent swim speed ~ Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

-38303.4

1.000

1

Index of descent swim speed ~ Foraging depth

-38286.8

0.000

2

Index of descent swim speed ~ No. of feeding events

-37566.8

0.000

3

Index of descent swim speed ~ 1

-37564.0

0.000

4

Index of ascent swim speed ~ Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

-48037.6

1.000

1

Index of ascent swim speed ~ Foraging depth

-47999.1

0.000

2

Index of ascent swim speed ~ No. of feeding events

-43526.7

0.000

3

Index of ascent swim speed ~ 1

-43521.5

0.000

4

Index of descent pitch angle ~ Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

196055.8

1.000

1

Index of descent pitch angle ~ Foraging depth

196108.6

0.000

2

Index of descent pitch angle ~ No. of feeding events

196307.2

0.000

3

Index of descent pitch angle ~ 1

196343.9

0.000

4

Index of ascent pitch angle ~ Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

195271.2

1.000

1

Index of ascent pitch angle ~ Foraging depth

196848.7

0.000

2

Index of ascent pitch angle ~ No. of feeding events

197538.2

0.000

3

Index of ascent pitch angle ~ 1

198829.3

0.000

4
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Table 3.2. The results of generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) with swimming parameters (stroke rate, swim speed
and pitch angle during both descent and ascent phases of each foraging dive) as the response variables, and drift rate,
foraging depth and number of feeding events as the explanatory variables, including individual as a random effect.
Akaike's information criterion corrected for small samples (AICc), AICweight and rank are shown for each model. The
models with the lowest AICc are shown in bold type.
Candidate models

AICc

AICweight

Rank

Descent stroke rate ~ Drift rate + Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

-80953.1

1.000

1

Descent stroke rate ~ Drift rate + Foraging depth

-80884.6

0.000

2

Descent stroke rate ~ Drift rate + No. of feeding events

-77852.9

0.000

3

Descent stroke rate ~ Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

-72261.3

0.000

5

Descent stroke rate ~ Drift rate

-77846.4

0.000

4

Descent stroke rate ~ Foraging depth

-72064.6

0.000

6

Descent stroke rate ~ No. of feeding events

-70809.6

0.000

7

Descent stroke rate ~ 1

-70548.7

0.000

8

Ascent stroke rate ~ Drift rate + Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

-88772.0

1.000

1

Ascent stroke rate ~ Drift rate + Foraging depth

-88664.3

0.000

2

Ascent stroke rate ~ Drift rate + No. of feeding events

-87056.5

0.000

3

Ascent stroke rate ~ Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

-33324.2

0.000

5

Ascent stroke rate ~ Drift rate

-86894.7

0.000

4

Ascent stroke rate ~ Foraging depth

-32085.1

0.000

7

Ascent stroke rate ~ No. of feeding events

-32089.5

0.000

6

Ascent stroke rate ~ 1

-30981.9

0.000

8

Descent swim speed ~ Drift rate + Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

-22855.1

0.864

1

Descent swim speed ~ Drift rate + Foraging depth

-22851.4

0.136

2

Descent swim speed ~ Drift rate + No. of feeding events

-22216.2

0.000

4

Descent swim speed ~ Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

10874.2

0.000

5

Descent swim speed ~ Drift rate

-22218.2

0.000

3

Descent swim speed ~ Foraging depth

12181.5

0.000

8

Descent swim speed ~ No. of feeding events

11912.4

0.000

7

Descent swim speed ~ 1

13040.6

0.000

6
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Table 3.2. Continued.

Ascent swim speed ~ Drift rate + Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

-35192.1

1.000

1

Ascent swim speed ~ Drift rate + Foraging depth

-35132.2

0.000

2

Ascent swim speed ~ Drift rate + No. of feeding events

-32036.4

0.000

5

Ascent swim speed ~ Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

-33263.8

0.000

3

Ascent swim speed ~ Drift rate

-32022.7

0.000

6

Ascent swim speed ~ Foraging depth

-32915.6

0.000

4

Ascent swim speed ~ No. of feeding events

-29705.7

0.000

2

Ascent swim speed ~ 1

-29465.8

0.000

8

Descent pitch angle ~ Drift rate + Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

218180.6

1.000

1

Descent pitch angle ~ Drift rate + Foraging depth

219158.4

0.000

2

Descent pitch angle ~ Drift rate + No. of feeding events

219424.2

0.000

3

Descent pitch angle ~ Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

225351.2

0.000

5

Descent pitch angle ~ Drift rate

220183.3

0.000

4

Descent pitch angle ~ Foraging depth

227622.8

0.000

7

Descent pitch angle ~ No. of feeding events

227064.4

0.000

6

Descent pitch angle ~ 1

228992.2

0.000

8

Ascent pitch angle ~ Drift rate + Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

215252.1

1.000

1

Ascent pitch angle ~ Drift rate + Foraging depth

218632.7

0.000

5

Ascent pitch angle ~ Drift rate + No. of feeding events

218115.7

0.000

3

Ascent pitch angle ~ Foraging depth + No. of feeding events

215272.8

0.000

2

Ascent pitch angle ~ Drift rate

220804.5

0.000

7

Ascent pitch angle ~ Foraging depth

218726.1

0.000

6

Ascent pitch angle ~ No. of feeding events

218121.1

0.000

4

Ascent pitch angle ~ 1

221031.7

0.000

8
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Figure 3.1 The detail of calculating index of swimming parameters during transit phases of each foraging dive: an example for
ascent stroke rate during the period when seal buoyancy (drift rate) increased (seal ID: U954, shown in Figure 3.6). (a) Drift
rates calculated from each drift dive (grey cross marks) and the interpolated values (black line). (b) Foraging depths of foraging
dives. (c) Stroke rates during ascent phase in each foraging dive. (d) Moving averages of ascent stroke rate with 1-day time
windows. (e) Index of ascent stroke rate (i.e. deviation within a day), which was calculated by subtracting moving average
(panel (d)) from each value of ascent stroke rate (panel (c)).
Here, note that drift rates (buoyancy) had a negative relationship with ascent stroke rates and moving averages (i.e. drift rate
increased, and ascent stroke rate and moving average decreased). However, note that the effect of buoyancy appeared to be
cancelled out in index of ascent stroke.
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Figure 3.2. The relationship between foraging depth and dive depth of foraging dives for all 8 individuals. Color gradient
indicates the local densities at each point. A dotted black line represents y = x. A solid black line shows the most parsimonious
model (generalized linear mixed model: GLMM) having the lowest AICc value. Marginal R2 of the model was shown at the top
of the figure.
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Figure 3.3. The relationship between number of feeding events and bottom duration during foraging dives for all 8 individuals.
Color gradient indicates the local densities at each point. A black line shows the most parsimonious model (generalized linear
mixed model: GLMM) having the lowest AICc value. Marginal R2 of the model was shown at the top of the figure.
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Figure 3.4. The relationship between post-surface time and dive duration of foraging dives. To determine the relationship, all
foraging dives for all 8 individuals were pooled, and each dive duration with the shortest post-surface time (n = 415 dives) were
selected to determine the most parsimonious model (generalized linear mixed model: GLMM) having the lowest AIC c (the
quadratic function, shown by a black line). Marginal R2 of the model was shown at the top of the figure.
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Figure 3.5. The frequency distribution of dive depth for all 8 individuals. Open black and filled grey bars represent the
frequency of dive depth in foraging (right vertical axis) and non-foraging dives (i.e. drift dives and any other dives that had no
feeding events; left vertical axis), respectively.
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Figure 3.6. An example of the time series data from one seal (seal ID: U954) during short foraging migration. Left panels show
the time series data of drift rate, stroke rate and swim speed during entire short foraging migration. Right panels show the time
series data of foraging depth, stroke rate and swim speed for 5 days zoomed. In the left top panel, grey cross marks represent drift
rates calculated from each drift dive. A thick black line represents interpolated values of drift rate. In the right top panels, open
black circles represent averaged foraging depths of each foraging dive. In the second and third row panels for both left and right
panels, filled blue and red circles represent values of descent and ascent stroke rates of each foraging dive, respectively. In the
fourth row and bottom panels for both left and right panels, filled blue and red circles represent values of descent and ascent
swim speed of each foraging dive, respectively. Also, in the right panels, scale bars along the horizontal axis indicate midnight.
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Figure 3.7. Stroke rate and swim speed, plotted against drift rates for all 8 individuals. Left and right panels show values during
descent and ascent phases of each foraging dive, respectively. In all panels color gradients (blue or red for descent or ascent
phase, respectively), indicate the local densities at each point. Black lines show the most parsimonious models (generalized
linear mixed model: GLMM) having the lowest AICc values. Marginal R2 of the model was shown at the top of each panel.
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Figure 3.8. Pitch angle, plotted against drift rates for all 8 individuals. Left and right panels show values during descent and
ascent phases of each foraging dive, respectively. In both panels, color gradients (blue or red for descent or ascent phase,
respectively), indicate the local densities at each point. Black lines show the most parsimonious models (generalized linear
mixed model: GLMM) having the lowest AICc values. Marginal R2 of the model was shown at the top of each panel.
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Figure 3.9. The relationshop between index of swim speed and stroke rate for all 8 individuals. Left and right panels show
values during descent and ascent phases of each foraging dive, respectively. In both panels, color gradients (blue or red for
descent or ascent phase, respectively) indicate the local densities at each point. Black lines show the most parsimonious models
(generalized linear mixed model: GLMM) having the lowest AICc values. Marginal R2 of the model was shown at the top of
each panel.
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Figure 3.10. Index of stroke rate and swim speed, plotted against foraging depth for all 8 individuals. Left and right panels show
values during descent and ascent phases of each foraging dive, respectively. In all panels, color gradients (blue or red for descent
or ascent phase, respectively) indicate the local densities at each point. Black lines show the most parsimonious models
(generalized linear mixed model: GLMM) having the lowest AICc values. Marginal R2 of the model was shown at the top of
each panel.
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Figure 3.11. Index of stroke rate and swim speed, plotted against number of feeding events for all 8 individuals. Left and right
panels show values during descent and ascent phases of each foraging dive, respectively. In all panels, color gradients (blue or
red for descent or ascent phase, respectively) indicate the local densities at each point. Black lines show the most parsimonious
models (generalized linear mixed model: GLMM) having the lowest AICc values. Marginal R2 of the model was shown at the
top of each panel.
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Figure 3.12. Index of pitch angle, plotted against foraging depth for all 8 individuals. Left and right panels show values during
descent and ascent phases of each foraging dive, respectively. In both panels, color gradients (blue or red for descent or ascent
phase, respectively) indicate the local densities at each point. Black lines show the most parsimonious models (generalized
linear mixed model: GLMM) having the lowest AICc values. Marginal R2 of the model was shown at the top of each panel.
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Figure 3.13. Index of pitch angle, plotted against number of feeding events for all 8 individuals. Left and right panels show
values during descent and ascent phases of each foraging dive, respectively. In both panels, color gradients (blue or red for
descent or ascent phase, respectively) indicate the local densities at each point. Black lines show the most parsimonious models
(generalized linear mixed model: GLMM) having the lowest AICc values. Marginal R2 of the model was shown at the top of
each panel.
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Figure 3.14. The relationship between swim speed and dive depth for all 8 individuals. Upper and lower panels show values during descent and ascent phases, respectively, during
non-foraging dives (left panels), foraging dives (middle panels) and all dives (i.e. non-foraging dives + foraging dives; right panels). Color gradient (blue or red for descent or acsent
phase, respectively) indicates the local densities at each point. In the panels for foraging and all dives, black lines show the most parsimonious models (generalized linear mixed model:
GLMM) having the lowest AICc values. Marginal R2 of the model was shown at the top of each panel.
Each mean swim speed during both descent and ascent phases was calculated by including swim speeds at over 10 m dephts (i.e. including shallower depths). Note that dive depth
was linearly correlated with foraging depth (Figure 3.2). Also, note that swim speeds varied widely over the range of dive depths, especially during descent phase, where the
relationship between descent swim speed and dive depth was overturned when I included only foraging dives (negative relationship) or included all dives (positive relationship).

CHAPTER 4. GENERAL DISCUSSION
4.1. LONG-TERM ACCELEROMETRY: A POWERFUL TOOL TO STUDY
SWIMMING AND FORAGING STRATEGIES OF A VARIETY OF
FREE-RANGING MARINE ANIMALS
In this thesis, I have presented the results of the close associations among seal buoyancy,
swimming behaviour and foraging behaviour of female northern elephant seals during
months-long oceanic foraging migrations, by long-term accelerometry technique that overcame
technological limitations in previous methods of recording swimming behaviour and energetic
costs of swimming under natural condition.
As I mentioned in Chapter 1, previous studies estimated the energetic costs of swimming
using measurements of heart rates or isotope dilution rates, but these approaches have
limitations in time resolution (Butler et al., 2004; Costa and Williams, 1999) and do not provide
information on swimming behaviour. Alternatively, accelerometry with high sampling rates
(usually > 10 Hz) can estimate energetic costs of swimming along the behaviour (such as
propulsive strokes, pitch angle and swim speed) in free-ranging marine animals at the fine scale
(e.g. Sato et al., 2003; Watanuki et al., 2006), because the number of strokes and the dynamic
acceleration caused by stroking correlate linearly with oxygen consumption in a variety of
species (Elliott et al., 2013; Gleiss et al., 2010; Halsey et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2004; Wilson
et al., 2006). However, accelerometry with high sampling rates limits the recording periods due
to limitation in logger memory or battery power (Halsey et al., 2009), which had precluded us to
investigate swimming behaviour in long distance migrants such as highly pelagic marine
animals.
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My long-term accelerometry technique overcame both the limitations in time resolution and
recording period; the newly-developed accelerometer ‘Stroke Logger’ records number of
strokes, together with depth and pitch angle that allow me to calculate swim speed (=
⊿depth/sinθ), every 5 seconds for 150 days at maximum by using on-board data-processing
algorithm. Consequently, I successfully tracked the changes in swimming behaviour and
locomotor costs of swimming in relation to both the changes in biomechanical (Chapter 2:
buoyancy) and ecological (Chapter 3: foraging depth) factors in elephant seals over the course
of their months-long oceanic foraging migrations. These results suggest that long-term
accelerometry technique is a powerful tool to study the swimming and foraging strategies of a
variety of highly pelagic marine animals, although I should note that I could not obtain data for
entire seven-month post-moulting foraging migrations even with Stroke Loggers (see Chapter 2
& 3). This implies that there is a room for improvement of recording devices to cover entire
periods while they spent foraging at sea, probably allowing me to investigate their annual cycle
strategies in the future.

4.2. THE LOCOMOTORY AND FORAGING BENEFITS OF BEING FAT: THE
FUNCTIONS OF FAT STORES IN MARINE ANIMALS
In this thesis, I showed seal buoyancy affected both locomotor costs via reductions in
propulsive activities and foraging gains via increased time spent foraging at depth, suggesting
the locomotory and foraging benefits of achieving neutral buoyancy by being fat. These results
suggest that fat stores have important functions in terms of not only thermoregulation and
energy storage (Berta et al., 1999) but also locomotor and foraging activities in marine animals
swimming with the effect of buoyancy. However, this is not the case for terrestrial animals, in
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which generally getting fat increases the energetic cost of movement (Gosler et al., 1995),
suggesting the opposite trend of marine animals to terrestrial animals in terms of reduced

locomotor costs of movement by being fat.
While I examined the effect of buoyancy changes in elephant seals, my results are relevant
to other marine animals whose body composition varies with the increase and decrease in fat
stores over their long foraging migrations. For example, grey seals and New Zealand fur seals
like elephant seals are aided by negative buoyancy during the descent phase (Beck et al., 2000;
Page et al., 2005), suggesting that they passively glide on descent and stroke on ascent.
However, right whales and deep-diving sperm whales are positively buoyant and stroke on
descent and passively glide on ascent (Miller et al., 2004; Nowacek et al., 2001). Given that the
parameters that govern the costs of locomotion are the same, I would expect that these species
also have the foraging benefit of achieving neutral buoyancy by decreased locomotor costs of
swimming and increased time spent foraging at depth.

4.3. WHY DO NOT SEALS MAINTAIN NEUTRAL BUOYANCY WITH A
CERTAIN AMOUNT OF FAT STORES?
Here, I suggested that neutral buoyancy is the best conditions in terms of locomotory costs
and foraging time in elephant seals, but they were not always neutrally buoyant; in fact, they
were negatively buoyant during most of the periods at sea (Figure 2.1 & 2.2). Why do not seals
maintain neutral buoyancy with a certain amount of fat stores?
This question is closely related to their annuals cycles. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, female
elephant seals fast during one month on land twice a year: breeding and moulting seasons after
long and short foraging migrations, respectively. During the fasting periods, they primarily rely
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on fat stores as the source of energy supply to moult and breed, consequently losing large
amount of fat stores, especially in the breeding season when they raise their pups in addition to
maintain their own life activities (e.g. basal metabolism); female northern elephant seals lose
approximately 28 and 58% of their fat stores over the entire moulting and breeding periods
(Costa et al., 1986; Worthy et al., 1992). For these reasons, it should be inevitable to deviate
from neutral buoyancy by losing fat stores on land, precluding them from maintaining neutral
buoyancy over their annual cycles. However, the situation could be different in juvenile
elephant seals that do not breed regardless of the sex (i.e. male or female), because they haul out
for shorter periods and stay longer at sea for longer periods than adult seals (Le Boeuf and Laws,
1994). Juvenile seals are not constrained by reproduction in their annual cycles, and hence do
not undergo the significant loss in body fat stores seen in adult females raising pups or adult
males defending harems. This suggests the possibility to maintain neutral buoyancy over their
annuals cycles at young age, when growth and survivorship are crucial and would be aided by
neutral buoyancy with increased foraging efficiency (Chapter 2) and maneuverability (to avoid
predators without the effect of buoyancy), possibly related to their future reproductive success
in a positive way.

4.4. THE IMPLICATION OF THE TRADE-OFF BETWEEN REPRODUCTIVE
BENEFITS ON LAND AND SWIMMING COSTS AT SEA
My results show that increasing fat stores by approaching neutral buoyancy have clear
advantages in decreased locomotor cost of swimming at sea. Conversely, therefore, losing fat
stores results in increased locomotor costs of swimming by deviating from neutral buoyancy. In
contrast, on land, losing more fat stores by using more energy is beneficial for reproduction,
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especially in capital breeding species such as elephant seals; pups grow faster and better when
their mothers deliver more energy to them, demonstrating the clear fitness advantages of losing
fat stores during reproduction on land (Crocker et al., 2001b; Le Boeuf and Laws, 1994).
Therefore, I suggest that my results have an important implication of balancing the optimal
amount of fat stores against reproduction on land and locomotor activities at sea. This raises the
need for further investigations of annual and life cycle strategies of capital breeding species in
the future, to examine the trade-off between reproductive benefits on land, where fat stores are
reduced during lactation, and swimming costs at sea, where fat is stored while feeding on prey
by way of energetically expensive swimming.
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APPENDIX. VALIDATION

OF MEASUREMENTS FROM

STROKE LOGGER
A.1. VALIDATION OF DETECTING STROKES
I detected strokes by using Stroke Loggers that were programmed to process raw lateral
accelerations and extract dynamic accelerations from raw lateral accelerations on board. Raw
lateral accelerations often contain low frequency variations (i.e. static accelerations) that
presumably relate to various turning and rolling movements (i.e., changes in posture) by seals
(Sato et al., 2003). High-pass filtering has been applied to separate the static accelerations from
raw lateral accelerations to obtain dynamic accelerations associated with propulsive activities
(i.e. flipper strokes) of seals (e.g. Sato et al., 2003; Watanabe et al., 2006). In this study, I
developed a simple on-board data-processing algorithm by using moving averages to obtain
dynamic accelerations, instead of high-pass filtering algorithm, to reduce the battery
consumption of loggers. Here, I describe the details of the algorism and validate to detect
strokes with the algorithm.
The details about the on-board data-processing algorithm are shown as Figure A.1. Static
accelerations were separated from raw lateral accelerations (measured at 32 Hz: Figure A.1(b))
to obtain dynamic accelerations associated with propulsive activities (i.e. flipper strokes) of
seals by following three steps below: (1) a moving average using 59 points from the raw lateral
accelerations data was calculated to obtain static accelerations (associated with posture), (2)
these static accelerations were subtracted from the raw lateral acceleration data to obtain
dynamic accelerations (associated with propulsive activities) (Wilson et al., 2006), and (3) these
dynamic accelerations were then filtered with a moving average window using three data points
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to remove noise (e.g. Watanabe et al., 2006). These three steps gave me dynamic accelerations
that closely matched those obtained by the high-pass filtering method (Figure A.1(c)), which has
been applied to detect strokes in previous studies (e.g. Sato et al., 2003; Watanabe et al., 2006).
Then, the dynamic accelerations obtained from the algorithm were used to detect each stroke
(i.e. a cycle of swaying hind flippers), identified as an acceleration amplitude exceeding the
threshold of 0.08 g within 2.5-second time windows (Figure A.1(c) & (d)). Finally, the resulting
number of strokes were counted and recorded every five seconds in the Stroke Loggers.
Stroke Loggers were designed to record raw lateral accelerations (32 Hz) for 12 hours from
the point where the seals firstly exceeded 900 m depth in their migrations. These raw lateral
accelerations obtained from all 14 individuals (i.e. 168 hours including 424 dives in total, with a
individual mean ± s.d. of 30.3 ± 4.2 dives) were used to show the variability of the algorithm to
calculate number of strokes programmed in Stroke Loggers. The results are represented as
Figure A.2 that shows the algorithm gave me number of strokes that closely matched those
obtained by the high-pass filtering method (note that this algorithm is specific for elephant seals,
and hence, another algorithm should be developed when this method will be applied for other
species).

A.2. VALIDATION OF CALCULATING SWIM SPEED
Swim speed was often calculated with the method of either the rotation of an external
propeller (e.g. Sato et al., 2003) or the trigonometric function using the rate of depth change and
pitch angle (⊿depth/sinθ) (e.g. Watanuki et al., 2003). In this study, I employed the
trigonometric function to calculate swim speed with Stroke Logger. One weakness of the
trigonometric function is that swim speed cannot be estimated when depth change rate (⊿depth)
is small or pitch angle (θ) is shallow (Watanuki et al., 2003). To validate the use of the
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trigonometric function in elephant seals, I attached a data logger with an external propeller
(W1000L-3MPD3GT, Little Leonardo Co., Tokyo, Japan; diameter 26 mm, length 178 mm and
146 g) together with a Stroke Logger to one individual (seals ID: U954, during post-breeding
migration). In calculating swim speed using the trigonometric function, anomalous swim speeds
greater than 3 m s-1, possibly resulted from errors because of small depth change rate (⊿depth)
or shallow pitch angle (θ), were excluded from the further analysis (e.g. Watanuki et al., 2003),
since the elephant seals rarely swim at over 3 m s-1 (Hassrick et al., 2007). This is also supported
by my swim speed data obtained from W1000L-3MPD3GT with propeller rotations, which
showed that there was no data point showing swim speed over 3 m s-1 during both descent and
ascent phases of all dives (n = 476 dives) during its recording durations (10.5 days). Then, I
compared swim speeds obtained from two methods during both descent and ascent phases of
three types of dives (i.e. foraging dives, drift dives and any other dives with no feeding events;
see Chapter 3 for more detail about dive types) (Figure A.3 & A.4).
Results are represented as Figure A.4, showing the frequency distribution of values of swim
speed calculated by propeller rotations divided by swim speed calculated using a trigonometric
function (i.e. the value should be 1 if there is no deviation between swim speeds obtained from
those two different methods). In all three dive types, the average values were around 1, showing
the validity of calculating swim speed by using the trigonometric function with Stroke Loggers,
although the values appears to be more variable in drift dives and any other dives with no
feeding events than foraging dives (Figure A.4). Hence, my swim speed data are comparable
with those from other studies that calculated swim speed using propeller rotations in elephant
seals (Hassrick et al., 2007; Hindell and Lea, 1998) (please see the section of Discussion in
Chapter 3).
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Figure A.1. The detail of the on-board data processing algorithm programmed in Stroke Loggers to detect strokes: an example
during ascent phase. (a) Depth (black line). (b) Raw lateral accelerations measured at 32 Hz (blank line). (c) Dynamic
accelerations obtained by the algorithm programmed in Stroke Loggers (blue line) and high-pass filtering method (gray line).
Each stroke was identified as cyclic oscillations in lateral acceleration signals with amplitude threshold of 0.08 G (red dotted
lines) within 2.5-second time windows. (d) Binary data showing the occurence of strokes.
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Figure A.2. The relationship between number of strokes obtained from Stroke Loggers and by the high-pass filtering method.
Vertical axis indicates number of strokes obtained from Stroke Loggers with the on-board data processing algorithm (see Figure
A.1). Horizontal axis indicates number of strokes obtained by high-pass filtering method (Sato et al. 2003; Watanabe et al. 2006)
with the amplitude threshold of 0.08 G (the same value as Stroke Loggers: see Figure A.1) to detect each stroke for all 14
individuals. Open blue and red circles represent number of strokes during descent and ascent phase of each dive, respectively.
Dotted black lines represent y = x. Blue and red lines represent regression lines obtained by the least-squares method for descent
(y = 1.043*x - 0.026, slope coefficient = 0.971) and ascent (y = 1.004*x + 2.094, slope coefficient = 0.999) phase. Regression
lines were fitted to all 14 individual data points pooled. Also, number of strokes was calculated when seals were over 100 m
depth. Note that each stroke was detected as a cycle of swaying hind flippers.
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Figure A3. Examples of time series for depth (top panels), swim speed (middle row panels) and pitch angle (bottom panels) during a foraging dive (left panels), a drift dive (middle
column panels) and any other dive with no feeding events (right panels) (see Chapter 3 for more detail about dive types). Data were obtained from an individual (seal ID: U954,during
post-breeding migration). In the top panels, filled circles represent the points of start and end of descent (blue) and ascent (red) phases Note that start of descent (end of ascent) was the
first (last) point where depth was over 100 m. In the middle panels. Grey and green lines show swim speeds calculated with the method of the rotation of an external propeller (with
W1000L-3MPD3GT) and the trigonometric function (⊿depth/sinθ; with Stroke Logger), respectively. In the bottom panel, gray and green lines represent pitch angles obtained from
W1000L-3MPD3GT and Stroke Logger, respectively.
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OVERALL SUMMARY OF THIS STUDY
Breath-hold diving represents a major behaviour in marine top predators, such as seabirds
and marine mammals, in polar and temperate regions. Exploring the factors affecting the
swimming and foraging behaviour of breath-hold divers is fundamental to a better
understanding of the behavioural adaptations of marine top predators to their polar and
temperate environments.
Breath-hold divers experience the dilemma of not being able to breathe and feed on prey at
the same time; they forage underwater and return to the water surface to breathe. This means
that diving and foraging time is physiologically constrained by the amount of oxygen stores, as
well as the rate of oxygen consumption, which is largely determined by the frequency of
locomotor movements or swim speed, with a given basal metabolic rate. Within these
physiological constraints, foraging theories predict that divers have the option to change
swimming behaviour and hence how much oxygen they allocate to each phase of a dive in
response to (1) biomechanical factor (i.e. buoyancy; body density in other words) that affects
swimming behaviour and the energetic costs of swimming, and (2) ecological factor (i.e.
foraging depth) that also affects the energetic costs of swimming via changes in transit distance.
However, little is known about the relationships among buoyancy, swimming costs and foraging
behaviour in free-ranging divers, due to the technological limitations of previous methods:
limitations in time resolution and recording periods. These technological limitations have
precluded fine-scale, long-term measurements of swimming behaviour and their associated
energetic costs in relation to the significant changes in buoyancy, which occurs as fat stores
increase while foraging at sea for months.
To overcome these limitations, a novel accelerometer called ‘Stroke Logger’ was developed,
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that records the number of strokes (together with depth and pitch angle, allowing me to calculate
swim speed by ⊿depth/sinθ) every 5 seconds for 150 days at maximum by an on-board
data-processing algorithm. Using this long-term accelerometry technique, I successfully tracked
changes in the locomotor cost of swimming (number of strokes per metre swam, hereafter
referred to as strokes-per-metre) in female northern elephant seals during their months-long
oceanic foraging migrations, where they experience significant changes in buoyancy (body
density). As negatively buoyant seals increased their fat stores and buoyancy, the
strokes-per-metre increased slightly in the buoyancy-aided direction (descending), but decreased
significantly in the buoyancy-hindered direction (ascending), with associated changes in swim
speed, gliding durations and pitch angles. Overall, the round-trip strokes-per-metre decreased
and reached a minimum value when seals achieved neutral buoyancy. In addition, seal buoyancy
appeared to affect not only locomotor costs via reductions in propulsive activities, but also
foraging gains via increased time spent at foraging depth, suggesting a foraging benefit of
achieving neutral buoyancy by being fat.
Seals changed swimming behaviour in response to not only buoyancy changes, but also to
changes in foraging depth. Specifically, seals swam faster by stroking more frequently when
they foraged in shallower depths, reflecting the swimming strategy of maximizing the
proportion of time spent foraging at depth, in agreement with an optimality model for
breath-hold divers. On the other hand, the number of feeding events had relatively small effect
on swimming behaviour. These results characterize the swimming behaviour of elephant seals,
in which both biomechanical (buoyancy) and ecological (foraging depth) factors influence
stroking frequency and swim speed.
My results show that increasing fat stores by approaching neutral buoyancy have clear
advantages in decreased locomotor cost of swimming at sea. Conversely, therefore, losing fat
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stores results in increased locomotor costs of swimming by deviating from neutral buoyancy. In
contrast, on land, losing more fat stores by using more energy is beneficial for reproduction,
especially in capital breeding species such as elephant seals; pups grow faster and better when
their mothers deliver more energy to them, demonstrating the clear fitness advantages of losing
fat stores during reproduction on land. Therefore, I suggest that my results have an important
implication of balancing the optimal amount of fat stores against reproduction on land and
locomotor activities at sea. This raises the need for further investigations of annual and life
cycle strategies of capital breeding species in the future, to examine the trade-off between
reproductive benefits on land, where fat stores are reduced during lactation, and swimming costs
at sea, where fat is stored while feeding on prey by way of energetically expensive swimming.
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